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FCI was set up in 1965 under the Food Corporation 
Act, 1964 against the backdrop of major shortage 
of foodgrains, especially wheat, in the country to 
fulll the objectives of the food policy. These 
included effective price support operations for 
safeguarding interests of farmers, distribution of 
foodgrains throughout the country for Public 
Distr ibut ion System, and maintaining a 
satisfactory level of operational and buffer stocks 
of foodgrains to ensure national food security. Self-
sufciency in grains was the most pressing 
objective and keeping that in mind high yielding 
seeds of wheat were imported from Mexico. 
Agricultural Price Commission was created in 

1965 to recommend remunerative prices to 
farmers. The Government of India (GoI) set up a 
High Level Committee (HLC) in August, 2014 
with Shri Shanta Kumar as the Chairman , six 
members and a special invitee to suggest 
restructuring or unbundling of FCI with a view to 
improve its operational efciency and nancial 
management. The Government's move to revamp 
the Food Corporation of India makes sense. The 
problem is not just that FCI has been synonymous 
with inefciency and mismanagement, converting 
itself into the world's largest hoarder of grains and a 
primary driver of food ination in the country. The 
problem is that the agency, in its present shape, has 
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ABSTRACT
The Government of India set up a High-Level committee (HLC) to restructuring the Food Corporation of 
India(FCI) with a view to improve its operational efficiency and financial management. The FCI in its 
present condition has become obsolete to achieve food security and maintaining the buffer stock level. The 
Food Ministry itself is not keen on breaking up the FCI into three separate entities handling procurement, 
distribution and storage of food grains. Among the options being considered by food department is 
breaking up the FCI into zone-wise. The other options being mulled is to unburden the FCI of the tasks of 
procurement of food grains by letting state governments handle the same. The HLC had wide 
consultations with various stakeholders in its several meeting in different parts of the country. It also 
invited comments through advertisements in newspapers and electronic media. 
The major recommendations of HLC are on procurement related issues, on PDS and NFSA related issues, 
on stocking and movement related issues, on buffer stocking operations and liquidation policy, on labor 
related issues, on direct subsidy to farmers and on end to end computerization. PM Narendra Modi 
promised during the election campaign in 2014 to break up the FCI into three divisions for handling 
procurement, management and distribution. It is commonly perceived that FCI is plagued badly with 
several functional and cost inefficiencies, which need to be removed for efficient management of food 
grains and saving cost. The Re-orienting the role and Revamping the Food Corporation of India would 
comes as Asia's largest economy to tame near double-digit food inflation amongst the emerging 
economies. This Article highlights the major recommendations of High Level Committee on re-orienting 
the role and revamping the Food Corporation of India and the future prospects of FCI.
KEYWORDS: Procurement; Storage; Distribution; Buffer Stock; High Level Committee (HLC); Below 
Poverty Line (BPL); National Food Security Act (NFSA); Minimum Support Prices (MSP); Public 
Distribution System (PDS); Private Entrepreneurs Guarantee (PEG); Covered and Plinth (CAP); Direct 
Payment System (DPS)
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become an obsolete to achieve food security, 
jacking up the cost of stored foodgrains and 
therefore, of food subsidy, to unsustainable levels. 
As the government looks to revamp the functioning 
of FCI, the food ministry is considering various 
options to restructure the Corporation and not just 
limit itself to unbundling. The Food Ministry itself 
is not keen on breaking up the Food Corporation 
into three separate entities handling procurement, 
distribution and storage of foodgrains. The reason 
behind it is that the FCI's share in overall 
procurement is already low and dividing it into 
three separate units won't do a world of food. 
Among the options being considered by food 
department is breaking up the FCI zone-wise. But 
in this option there would be some problem of co-
ordination as in India, foodgrains production and 
consumption centres are miles apart and arranging 
logistics for them such as railway rakes could 
become difcult in the absence of a centralized 
agency. The other options being mulled is to 
unburden the FCI of the tasks of procurement of 
foodgrains by letting state governments handle the 
same. This would mean limiting the FCI's task to 
storage and distribution of foodgrains. This option 
looks slightly feasible because already, the 
Corporation's share in total procurement is 
miniscule and handling it over to the states will not 
make much of a difference. The FCI's overall share 
in procurement of wheat is merely 12% - 14%and 
1% - 3% in case of paddy. The rest is purchased by 
state agencies on behalf of the Corporation.
The HLC had wide consultations with various 
stakeholders in its several meeting in different parts 
of the country. It also invited comments through 
advertisements in newspapers and electronic 
media. HLC would like to gratefully acknowledge 
that it has benetted immensely from this 
consultative process and many of its recomme-
ndations are based on very intensive discussions 
with stakeholders. In order to conceive re-orienting 
the role of FCI and its consequent restructuring, 
one has to revisit the basic objective with which 
FCI was created and what was the background of 
food situation at that time. It is against that 
backdrop, one has to see how FCI has achieved its 
objectives, what the current situation on foodgrain 
front is, what are the new challenges with regard to 
food security, and how best these challenges can be 
met with a reoriented or restructured institution like 

FCI. The past history of FCI indicates that India has 
moved far away from the shortage of 1960s into 
surpluses of cereals n past 2010 period, but 
somehow the food management system, of which 
FCI is an integral part, has not been able to deliver 
on its objectives very efciently. The benets of 
procurement have not gone to larger number of 
farmers beyond a few states, and leakages in TPDS 
remain unacceptable high. Needless to say, this 
necessitates a re-look at the very role and functions 
of FCI within the ambit of overall food-
management systems, and concerns of food 
security.
The report of HLC states that none of three main 
basic objectives of FCI are being met. MSP benets 
only 6% of farmer, PDS suffers from huge leakages 
and the buffer stocks are often far above the 
requirements leading to huge costs being incurred 
in storing them and foodgrains often rotting. The 
report admits that FCI has been in the phase of 
diseconomies of scale and has been due for 
restructuring and unbundling long back. It does not 
talk about FCI becoming an agency for innovation 
in Foodgrain Management System. But it has not 
recommended and unbundling of FCI either on 
functional lines on geographical lines. The report 
of the HLC on Re-orienting the Role and 
Restructuring of Food Corporation of India 
submitted to PM makes a slew of suggestions 
seemingly unrelated topics like the National Food 
Security Act (NFSA), cash transfers to farmers as 
well as Below Poverty Line (BPL) consumers, 
Minimum Support Prices (MSP), deregulating urea 
prices and much more.  

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS OF HIGH 
LEVEL COMMITTEE (HLC) 
    The major recommendations of HLC keeping in 
mind how procurement benets can reach larger 
number of farmers, how PDS system can be re-
oriented to give better deal to economically 
vulnerable consumers at a lower cost and in a 
nancially sustainable manner and nally how 
stocking and movement operations can be made 
more efcient and cost effective in not only feeding 
PDS but also in stabilizing foodgrains market are as 
follows: -
(A) On Procurement Related Issues  India has set 

up a panel to suggest an overhaul of a state-run 
foodgrain procurement agency as part of its 
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 plan to reduce wastage and help control 
runaway food prices. HLC recommends that 
FCI hand over all procurement operations of 
wheat, paddy and rice to states that have gained 
sufcient experiences in this regard and have 
created reasonable infrastructure for procu-
rement. These states are Andhra Pradesh, 
Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, 
Odisha and Punjab. FCI will accept only the 
surplus from these state governments to be 
moved to decit states. FCI should move on to 
help those states whose farmers suffer from 
distress sales at prices much below MSP and 
which are dominated by small holdings, like 
Eastern Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, 
Assam, etc. This is the belt from where second 
green revolution is expected and where FCI 
needs to be pro-active, mobilizing state and 
other agencies to provide benets of MSPs 
procurement to larger number of farmers, 
especially small and marginal ones.

 The government should procure only to 
maintain the minimum buffer norm and allow 
private trade to procure, store and distribute 
foodgrain. This means keeping the MSP below 
the procurement price. Consumption subsidy 
should be transferred to consumers as which 
they can use to buy foodgrains from any 
number of public and private outlets that 
compete for custom and so keep costs down. 
This will excise inefciencies such as FCI's 
loader salaries of Rs. 1 lakh a month and 
insufcient and inferior storage of foodgrains. 
FCI must stop paying for extortionate state 
levies on grain purchase. FCI at the Centre 
should enter into an agreement with states 
before every procurement season regarding 
costing norms and basic rules for procurement. 
Negotiable Warehouse Receipt System 
(NWRs) should be taken up on priority and 
sealed up quickly. Under this system, farmers 
can deposit their produce to the registered 
warehouse, and get say 80% advance from 
banks against their produce value of MSP. They 
can sell later when they feel prices are good for 
them. This will bring back the private sector, 
reduce massively the costs of storage to the 
government and be more compatible with a 
market economy. GoI can explore whether this 
system can be used to compensate the farmers 

in case of market prices falling below MSP 
without physically handling large quantities of 
grain.

    The GoI also needs to revisit its MSP Policy. 
Currently MSPs are announced for 23 
commodities but effectively price support 
operates primarily in wheat and rice and that 
too in selected states. This creates highly 
skewed incentive structure in favour of wheat 
and rice. While country is short of pulses and 
oilseeds, their prices often go below MSP 
without any effective price support. Further, 
trade policy works independently of MSP 
policy, and many a times, import of pulses 
come at prices much below their MSP. This 
hampers diversication. HLC recommends 
that pulses and oilseeds deserve priority and 
GoI must provide better price support 
operations for them. 

 The report is also silent on the role of artiya (the 
middlemens) in the whole procurement 
process. The commission to these artiyas runs 
into a few hundred crores and this is an 
unnecessary cost. By not dealing with these 
issues in detail, the report could attract the 
criticism that it was using FCI as a cover to push 
unpopular food economy reforms.

(B) On PDS and NFSA related issues HLC 
recommends that GoI must take a second look 
a t  t h e  N F S A ,  i t s  c o m m i t m e n t s  a n d 
implementation. The government should defer 
its implementation in states that have not 
computerized their PDS, put out the list of 
beneciaries in their public domain for 
verication and set-up vigilance committees. 
The Act must be amended to bring down its 
coverage to 40% of the population from the 
current 67%. These genuinely poor target 
household should get 7 kg. of subsidized food 
grains instead of 5 kg. and the central issue 
prices being frozen for three years at Rs. 3/2/1 
kg. for rice/wheat/coarse cereals respectively 
HLC recommend while Antyodya households 
can be given grain at Rs. 3/2/1/ kg. for the time 
being, but pricing for priority household must 
be linked to MSP, say 50% of MSP. Else, HLC 
feels that the NFSA will put undue nancial 
burden on the exchequer, and investments in 
agriculture and food space may suffer. HLC 
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 would recommend greater investments in  
agriculture in stabilizing production and 
building efcient value chains to help the poor 
as well as farmers.

 HLC recommends that targeted beneciaries 
under NFSA or TPDS are given 6 months ration 
immediately after the procurement season 
ends. This will save the consumers from 
various hassels of monthly arrival at FPS and 
also save on the storage costs of agencies. 
Consumers can be given well designed bins at 
highly subsidized rates to keep the ration safely 
in their homes. HLC also recommend that there 
should be a gradual introduction of cash 
transfer in PDS, starting with large cities with 
more than one million populations. It should 
then be extended to grain surplus states and 
nally grain decient should be allowed to opt 
for cash or physical grain distribution. This will 
be much more cost effective way to help the 
poor, without much distortion in the production 
basket, and in line with but international 
practices. There should be transparent 
liquidation policies to ofoad food stocks far in 
excess of buffer requirements in the open 
market. This should kick in automatically when 
FCI is faced with excess stocks and the 
Corporation should get greater exibility in 
this. Government must revisit its MSP policy, 
which has a highly skewed incentive structure 
in favour of wheat and rice and that too in 
selected states.

(C) On Stocking and Movement Related Issues  
HLC recommends that FCI should outsource 
its stocking operations to various agencies such 
as Central Warehousing Corporation, State 
Warehousing Corporation, Private Sector 
under Private Entrepreneurs Guarantee (PEG) 
schemes and even state government that are 
building silos through private sector on state 
lands. It should be done on competitive bidding 
basis, inviting various stakeholders and 
creating competition to bring down costs of 
storage. India needs more bulk handling 
facilities than it currently has. Many of FCI's 
old conventional storage that have existed for 
ling number of years can be converted to silos 
with the help of private sector and other 
stocking agencies. Better mechanization is 

needed in all silos as well as conventional 
storages. Covered and plinth (CAP) storage 
should be gradually phased out with no grain 
stocks remaining in CAP for more than three 
months. Silo bag technology and conventional 
storages where ever possible should replace 
CAP. Movement of grains needs to be 
gradually containerized which will help reduce 
transit losses, and have faster turn-around-time 
by having more mechanized facilities at 
railway sidings.

(D) On Buffer Stocking Operations and 
Liquidation Policy

 One of the key challenges for FCI has been to 
carry buffer stocks with FCI have been more 
than double the buffer stocking norms costing 
the nation thousands of crores of rupees losses 
without any worthwhile purpose being served. 
The underlying reasons for this situation are 
many, starting with the exports bans to open 
ended procurement with distortions, but the 
key factor is that there is no pro-active 
liquidation policy. Excess stocks add to 
carrying costs of FCI and grain stored in the 
open runs the risk of getting spoilt. The 
government should see excess stocks in small 
lots to a large number of traders to bring down 
retail prices. It must maintain a security buffer 
but the market for grain must be put to work to 
achieve efcient, competitive procurement, 
storage, milling in the case of rice and 
distribution. The current system is extremely 
ad-hoc, slow and costs the nation heavily.  A 
transparent liquidation policy is the need of 
hour, which should automatically kick-in when 
FCI is faced with surplus stocks than buffer 
norms.

(E)  On Labour Related Issues Meanwhile the 
employee union of FCI has threatened to 
launch a  nat ionwide agi ta t ion i f  the 
government implement the committee's 
suggestion to lowering of staff strength and 
privatization of godowns and warehouses. FCI 
engages large number of workers (loaders) to 
get the job of loading/ unloading done 
smoothly and in time. Currently there are 
roughly 16,000 departmental workers, about 
26,000 workers that operate under Direct 
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 Payment System (DPS), some under no no pay, 
and about one lakh contract workers. A 
departmental worker costs FCI about Rs. 
79,500/ per month a DPS worker at Rs. 26,000/ 
per month and contract labour costs about Rs. 
10,000/ per month. Some of the departmental 
labours (more than 300) have received wages 
(including arrears) even more than Rs. 4 lakhs/ 
per month. This happens because of the 
incentive system in notied depots, and widely 
used proxy labour. This is a major aberration 
and must be xed, either by de-notifying these 
depots, or handling them over to states or 
private sector on service contracts, and by 
xing a minimum limit on the incentives per 
person that will not allow him to work for more 
than say 1.25 times the work agreed with him. 
These depots should be put on priority for 
mechanization so that reliance on departmental 
labour reduces. There should be a cap on the 
incentive system which allows loader to earn 
up to Rs. 4 lakh a month in some cases. HLC 
recommends that the condition of contract 
labour, which works the hardest and are the 
largest in number, should be improved by 
giving them better facilities.

(F)  On Direct Subsidy to Farmers Since the 
whole system of food management operates 
within the ambit of providing food security at a 
national as well as at household level, it must be 
realized that farmers need due incentives to 
raise productivity and overall food production 
in the country. Most of the OECD countries as 
well as large emerging economies do support 
their farmers. India also gives large subsidy on 
fertilizers. HLC recommends that farmers be 
given direct cash subsidy and fertilizers sector 
can then be deregulated. This would help plug 
diversion of urea to non-agricultural uses as 
well as to neighbouring countries, and help 
raise the efciency of fertilizer use. It may be 
noted that this type of direct cash subsidy to 
farmers will go a long way to help those who 
take leave from money lenders at exorbitant 
interest rates to buy fertilizers or other inputs 
thus relieving some distress in the agrarian 
sector.

(G)  On End to End Computerization :- HLC 

recommends total end to end computerization 
of the entire food management system, starting 
from procurement from farmers, to stocking, 
movement and nally distribution through 
TPDS. It can be done on real time basis, and 
some states have done a commendable job on 
computerizing the procurement operations. 
But its devoteailing with movement and 
distribution in TPDS has been a weak link, and 
that is where much of the diversions take place.

CONCLUSION
PM Narendra Modi, who took charge in May 2014, 
after a landslide victory, promised during the 
election campaign to break up the Food 
Corporation of India into three divisions for 
handling procurement ,  management  and 
distribution. It is commonly perceived that FCI is 
plagued today with several functional and cost 
inefciencies, which need to be removed for 
efcient management of food grains and saving 
cost. The organization, which is central to running 
the world's largest public food distribution 
programme, has long been criticized for poor 
management of country's growing food stockpile. 
Indeed many of the recommendations of the HLC 
are going to be unpopular, notwithstanding their 
soundness. But despite of its shortcomings, the 
report sets out a comprehensive overhaul of the 
food economy. This overhaul is long overdue. The 
government may have to bite many bullets in 
implementing these recommendations, but these 
need to be bitter.
The revamp comes as Asia's third largest economy 
is struggling for years now to tame near double-
digit food ination the highest amongst the 
emerging economies. The new face of FCI will be 
akin to an agency for innovation in Food 
Management System with a primary focus to create 
competition in every segment of foodgrain supply 
chain, from procurement to stocking to movement 
and nally distribution in TPDS, so that overall 
costs of the system are substantially reduced, 
leakages plugged, and it serves larger number of 
farmers and consumers. In this endeavour it will 
make itself much leaner and nimble, focus on 
eastern states for procurement, upgrade the entire  
grain supply chain towards bulk handling and end 
to end computerization by bringing in investments 
and technical and managerial expertise from the
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private sector. It will be more business oriented 
with a pro-active liquidation policy to liquidate 
stocks in export markets, but HLC hopes that FCI 
can rise to this challenge and once again play its 
commendable role as it did during late 1960s and 
early 1970s.
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